Public Safety Solutions
A comprehensive approach to community safety.
Public Safety Solutions
Keeping communities safe for generations to come.

Your primary goal is to protect the public and keep them safe. By having access to the available resources and force optimizing technology you need, public safety agencies can operate more efficiently while effectively improving community well-being. We deliver tools that change dangerous behavior, highlight enforcement needs, and improve operations, so that you can spend more of your time doing what you do best: serving the public.

Our Public Safety Solutions

With shrinking city budgets, law enforcement agencies are asked to protect and serve with fewer full-time officers per US capita now than 10 years ago.

Our public safety group delivers technology and services that stretches your safety reach. We merge information gaps and operational shortcomings with tailored solutions to your needs. All of our public safety solutions remain true to our mission and center on the notion of multiplying your operational efficiency. We have three broad service verticals that enable your limited resources to address your ever-expanding goals via force multiplication, using technology to dramatically increase the effectiveness of your officers.

Our Public Safety Solutions include:
1. Police Business Intelligence
2. Automated Enforcement
3. Solutions Integration

Most police departments have access to only one-fifth of the information they need to make an informed decision. Our solutions serve as information aggregators, empowering officers at every level—no matter the rank or role—with the information they need to make quick, tactical, and efficient decisions.

Police Business Intelligence

There’s a broad spectrum of big data being collected every day; from the Internet of Things to mobile devices and the spread of video. In addition, the data collected from a wide variety of sources such as 911, CAD, Mobile, FBR, RMS, Jail, Radio, GPS, and other police systems are underutilized often when managing operations. How can departments get ahead of the data tidal wave?

Police Business Intelligence (PBI) is an information discovery tool for public safety agencies. It provides enhanced capabilities for data integration, analysis, visualization and distribution of information within and across agencies. It can assimilate data from all the departments’ databases as well as external sources to provide actionable insight for public safety commanders, allowing for rapid, fact-based decision making.

PBI software is sold as components. The base product consists of a data assimilation engine (CDC-ETL) for connecting the primary systems that most law enforcement agencies use, Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and Records Management (RMS) systems. Included with the engine is an extremely fast Natural Language Search (NLS) tool, drill down dashboards, custom alerts and tools for measuring agency performance against key indicators and industry standards. This base product is quickly and easily installed with flexible deployment options (cloud or hosted) and can fit within most operational budgets through various pricing options, customer can buy an outright license and install locally or just rent the software on a monthly contract through a web based interface (cloud option).

Beyond the core product, as a customer you have access to more features through our library of modules. Agencies that buy
Automated Enforcement

Every community should have safe streets. Comprehensive traffic safety programs have three components; engineering, education and enforcement. We install, operate and maintain automated photo and video enforcement solutions for moving traffic violations. As part of our end to end solution, we provide public outreach and support services for safety awareness campaigns. Lastly, the data captured by the automated enforcement system is a key input targeting civil engineering need by providing qualitative and quantitative traffic assessment measures.

Regardless of the size of your jurisdiction, there is an automated enforcement solution that can help you maximize resources, deter careless driving and keep people safe.

As an integrator, we unify the overall operation and provide a single point of contact with full program responsibility — making a complex safety solution simple to execute in your community.

Our automated enforcement solutions include:

- Work zone and school zone speed enforcement
- Fixed, portable, and mobile speed enforcement
- Red light enforcement
- CrossSafe® school bus photo enforcement
- Bus-only lane and railroad crossing enforcement
- Uninsured motorist detection
- End to end program management

Each program is built on our expertise as an integrator and is supported by our superior backend violations processing and case management systems. However, photo enforcement solutions aren’t complete without public education. We work with you to tailor an effective public relations plan that conveys key safety messages and addresses the concerns in your community. Doing more with the data you capture is the strength of the Xerox solution. We empower you to use the information captured via real-time system dashboards, with rich search and user configured notification services. Agencies across the world use this information to guide traffic safety and management policy.

Systems Integration

With the amount of information available today in your mission critical systems, Police Records Management (RMS) and Dispatch (CAD), it’s a necessity to have an efficient way to extract meaningful information. Many proprietary systems providers handcuff police departments in closed environments or expensive integration efforts. Overtime, workarounds, create even more disparate processes, databases, and dysfunction. We offer a program management service that enables you to combine best-of-breed systems without the IT headache.

In addition to integration services, we have dedicated industry experts who consult departments on workflow optimization, policies, and how do get the most out of your technology partners.

Want to know more? Email us at TLGMarketing@xerox.com
About Xerox

Xerox is a global business services, technology and document management company helping organizations transform the way they manage their business processes and information. Headquartered in Norwalk, Conn., we have more than 140,000 Xerox employees and do business in more than 180 countries. Together, we provide business process services, printing equipment, hardware and software technology for managing information -- from data to documents.

We have worked with transportation and public sector representatives in 135 countries for more than 40 years. We deliver reliable solutions, consistently helping our clients to achieve the results they desire. We’re the largest provider of transportation solutions to governments worldwide. From our public safety solutions to tolling solutions, back-office processing to infrastructure installation, we provide systems and services that simplify the way work gets done.

Learn more at:
www.xerox.com